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Abstract
Pure mobile ambients is a process calculus suitable to focus on issues related to mobil-
ity, abstracting away from aspects concerning process communication. However, it incorporates
name restriction (i.e. the (n) binder) and ambient movement (i.e. the in and out capabili-
ties) that can be seen as characteristics adapted, or directly borrowed, from the tradition of
communication-based process calculi. For this reason, we retain that it is worth to investigate
whether or not these features can be removed from pure mobile ambients without losing expres-
sive power.
To this aim, we consider two variants of pure mobile ambients which di4er in the way
in5nite processes can be de5ned; the former exploits process replication, while the latter is more
general and permits recursive process de5nition. We analyse whether or not the elimination of
ambient movement and/or name restriction reduces the expressive power of these two calculi,
using the decidability of process termination as a yardstick. We prove that name restriction can
be removed from both calculi without reducing the expressive power. On the other hand, the
elimination of both ambient movement and name restriction strictly reduces the expressive power
of both calculi. As far as the elimination of only ambient movement is concerned, we prove
an interesting discrimination result: process termination is undecidable under recursive process
de5nition, while it turns out to be decidable under process replication.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Mobile ambients [8] is a well-known formalism for the description of distributed
and mobile systems in terms of ambients. An ambient is a named collection of active
 Revised and extended version of [6].
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processes and nested sub-ambients. In the pure version of mobile ambients, the so-
called pure mobile ambients, only three mobility primitives are used to permit ambient
and process interaction: in and out for ambient movement, and open to dissolve an
ambient boundary.
More precisely, a process performs an in m primitive to instruct its surrounding
ambient to move inside a sibling ambient named m, out m to instruct its surrounding
ambient to exit its parent ambient named m, and open m to dissolve the boundary of
an ambient named m located at the same level as the process.
The calculus of pure mobile ambients has been introduced because it represents a
simple and elegant calculus to focus on issues related to mobility, abstracting away
from aspects concerning process communication. However, this calculus incorporates
operators that can be seen as adapted, or directly borrowed, from the tradition of
communication-based process calculi.
First of all, the name restriction operator (n) is a feature that pure mobile ambients
directly borrow from the tradition of name passing calculi. See, e.g. the -calculus of
Milner et al. [16], where the same operator (n) is used to permit the generation of
new channel names.
Moreover, let us consider the in and out operations used as primitives for supporting
ambient movement. This form of movement can be seen as the adaptation, to the
setting of mobile ambients, of the form of mobility permitted by calculi with higher-
order communication. For example, in calculi such as Thomsen’s CHOCS [23], agents
can be exchanged between processes exploiting higher-order channels. In absence of a
channel topology, but in presence of a hierarchical structure of nested ambients, the in
and out primitives similarly permit the movement of ambients inside the hierarchy of
ambient nestings.
In light of these observations, we think it is worthwhile to investigate whether or
not movement and=or restriction can be removed from pure mobile ambients without
losing expressive power.
To this aim, we consider two in5nite variants of the pure mobile ambients. The
5rst one corresponds to the original calculus as de5ned in [8] where in5nite processes
can be obtained using the replication operator !P. The term !P represents the parallel
composition of an unbounded amount of instances of the process P. The second variant
uses a more general mechanism, namely recursive process de5nition rec X:P. Clearly,
recursive de5nition is more general than replication as !P can be seen as the process
rec X:(P|X ). The calculus with replication is denoted with MA! while the variant with
recursive de5nition is denoted with MAr .
We consider the decidability of process termination as a yardstick to evaluate the
expressive power. In [8] the Turing completeness of pure mobile ambients is discussed;
guidelines are reported which indicate how to encode Turing machines in the calculus.
A consequence of the argumentations in that paper is that process termination is unde-
cidable in both MA! and in MAr . In order to evaluate whether or not the elimination of
movement and=or restriction reduces the expressive power, we consider the fragments
of the two calculi obtained by removing movement, restriction, or both. We use the
following notation: MA−mv! (resp. MA
−mv
r ) for the fragment of MA! (resp. MAr) with-
out movement, MA! (resp. MA
−
r ) for the fragment of MA! (resp. MAr) without name
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Fig. 1.
restriction, and MA−mv; ! (resp. MA
−mv; 
r ) for the fragment of MA! (resp. MAr) without
both movement and name restriction. We study whether or not process termination is
decidable in each of these calculi.
In Fig. 1 we report an overview of the considered calculi ordered according to a
sub-calculus relation; even if the calculi with replication are not syntactically subsets
of the corresponding calculi with recursive de5nition, we consider them as sub-calculi
because (as discussed above) recursive de5nition is more general than replication. In
the 5gure we also report the overview of our results, separating the calculi in which
process termination is decidable from those in which it is not.
The discussion about Turing completeness of pure mobile ambients in [8] considers
how to encode Turing machines; the proposed encoding exploits name restriction. In
this paper, we show that name restriction is not necessary; indeed, we show how to
model in the calculus MA−! random access machines (RAMs), another well-known
register-based Turing powerful formalism. As recursive de5nition is more general, this
Turing completeness result holds also in MA−r .
If we remove name restriction and ambient movement, both calculi turn out to be
non-Turing complete. This is a consequence of the fact that termination is decidable
in MA−mv; r , thus also in the less general calculus MA
−mv; 
! . Actually, the decidability
result is proved for a slightly more general calculus, obtained by extending MA−mv!
with a limited form of recursion that basically forbids the de5nition of in5nite chains
of restrictions.
As far as the elimination of only ambient movement is concerned, we prove an
interesting discrimination result between replication and recursive de5nition; process
termination is not decidable under recursive de5nition, while it turns to be decidable
under replication. Indeed, we show how RAMs can be modelled also in MA−mvr , and
we show that process termination is decidable in MA−mv! .
1.1. Structure of the paper
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the formal de5nition of
the syntax and the semantics of the calculi. The proofs of the Turing completeness of
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MA−mvr and MA
−
! are reported in Section 3. The proofs of the decidability of process
termination in MA−mv! and MA
−mv; 
r can be found in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 a
comparison with related literature and some conclusive remarks are reported.
2. Syntax and semantics of the calculi
In this section we present the de5nition of the syntax and semantics of the fragments=
variants of the pure mobile ambients that we are interested in. We start by recalling
the de5nition of the original calculus, that we denote with MA!, as de5ned in [8].
Denition 2.1. Let Name, ranged over by n; m; : : :, be a denumerable set of ambient
names. The terms of MA! are de5ned by the following grammar:
P ::= 0 | M:P | n[P] | P|P | (n)P | !P
M ::= in n | out n | open n
We use
∏
k P to denote the parallel composition of k instances of the process P, while∏
i∈1;:::; k Pk denotes the parallel composition of the indexed processes Pi.
The term 0 represents the inactive process (and it is usually omitted). M:P is a
process guarded by one of the three mobility primitives (already discussed in the
Introduction): after the execution of the primitive the process behaves like P. The term
n[P] denotes an ambient named n containing process P. A process may be also the
parallel composition P|P of two subprocesses. The restriction operator (n)P is used
to create a new name n which is bound in P. Finally, the replication operator !P is
used to put in parallel an unbounded amount of instances of the process P.
Denition 2.2. The unique binder in the calculus is the restriction operator (n)P which
binds the ambient name n to the process P. Given a process P, the set of the free
names in P (denoted with fn(P)) is composed of those names n appearing outside
any binder (n)Q; the set of the other names in P (i.e. the bound names) is denoted
with bn(P). We use also n(P) to denote the union of free and bound names.
The operational semantics is de5ned in terms of a structural congruence plus a
reduction relation.
Denition 2.3. The structural congruence ≡ is the smallest congruence relation satis-
fying:
(n)0 ≡ 0; (n)(P | Q) ≡ P | (n)Q if n ∈ fn(P);
(n)(m)P ≡ (m)(n)P; (n)(m[P]) ≡ m[(n)P] if n = m;
P | 0 ≡ P; P | Q ≡ Q | P;
P | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q) | R; !P ≡ P | !P;
if P ≡ Q then P ≡ Q;
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where fn(P) denotes the free names in P, and P≡ Q means that P and Q are -
convertible.
Denition 2.4. The reduction relation is the smallest relation → satisfying the
following axioms and rules:
(1) n[in m:P | Q] | m[R] → m[n[P | Q] | R]
(2) m[n[out m:P | Q] | R] → n[P | Q] | m[R]
(3) open n:P | n[Q] → P | Q
(4)
P → Q
P | R → Q | R
(5)
P → Q
n[P] → n[Q]
(6)
P → Q
(n)P → (n)Q
(7)
P′ ≡ P P → Q Q′ ≡ Q
P′ → Q′
As usual, we use →+ to denote the transitive closure and →∗ for the reLexive
and transitive closure of →. Moreover we use P→k Q, with k¿1 to denote that
P→P1 · · · →Pk−1→Q (i.e. Q can be reached from P after the execution of k
transitions).
Axioms (1)–(3) describe the semantics of the three primitives in, out and open,
respectively. A process inside an ambient n can perform an in m operation in presence
of a sibling ambient m; if the operation is executed then the ambient n moves inside
m. If inside an ambient m there is an ambient n with a process performing an out m
action, this results in moving the ambient n outside the ambient m. Finally, a process
performing an open n operation has the ability to remove the boundary of an ambient
n[Q] composed in parallel with it.
Rules (4)–(6) are the contextual rules that, respectively, indicate that a process can
move also when it is in parallel with another process, when it is inside an ambient, and
when it is under a restriction. Finally, rule (7) is used to ensure that two structurally
congruent terms have the same reductions.
In MA! in5nite processes can be obtained by exploiting the replication operator.
Replication supports in-width recursion as exempli5ed by the axiom !P≡P|!P. On
the other hand, other variants of mobile ambients (see e.g. [9,19,22]) permit recursive
de5nition of processes via the usual notation rec X:P, where X is a process variable
possibly occurring free in P. Clearly, recursive de5nition is more general and permits
both in-width (see, e.g., the process rec X:(P|X ) corresponding to !P) and in-depth
recursion (see, e.g., the process rec X:(n)(P|X ) corresponding to an in5nite nesting of
restrictions).
Denition 2.5. We denote with MAr the calculus obtained from MA! by replacing
replication with recursive process de5nition. Formally, let Var, ranged over by X; Y; : : :,
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be a set of process variables; the syntax of MAr is as follows:
P ::= 0 | M:P | n[P] | P|P | (n)P | X | rec X:P
where M is de5ned as in De5nition 2.1. In the term rec X:P, the initial part rec X:
is a binder for the process variable X ; we will consider only processes with no free
process variables. Moreover, as done in [19], in order to avoid in5nite ambient nesting
we assume unboxed recursion, i.e. given rec X:P the variable X cannot appear inside
any ambient of P.
The operational semantics of MAr is de5ned as for the calculus MA!, where the
axiom !P≡P|!P is replaced by the following one permitting the unfolding of recur-
sively de5ned processes
rec X:P ≡ P{rec X:P=X };
where P{rec X:P=X } denotes the term obtained by replacing rec X:P for any free
occurrence of X in P.
As described in the Introduction, we are interested in fragments of these calculi
obtained by removing ambient movement (i.e. the in and out capabilities) and=or name
restriction (i.e. the (n) operator).
Denition 2.6. We de5ne the following calculi as fragments of MA! and MAr:
• MA−mv! (resp. MA−mvr ) denotes the fragment of MA! (resp. MAr) without movement,
• MA−! (resp. MA−r ) denotes the fragment of MA! (resp. MAr) without name
restriction,
• MA−mv; ! (resp. MA−mv; r ) denotes the fragment of MA! (resp. MAr) without both
movement and name restriction.
The following de5nition formally introduces the notion of process termination: infor-
mally, a process P is terminated if it has no outgoing reductions, while P terminates
if all its computations terminate.
Denition 2.7. We say that a process P is terminated if there exists no Q such that
P→Q; we say that P terminates if it cannot give rise to an in5nite computation, i.e.
P terminates i4
there exists no {Pi}i∈N s:t:
P0 = P and Pj → Pj+1 for any j ∈ N:
3. Undecidability results
In this section we prove that process termination is undecidable in MA−mvr and MA
−
! .
We prove these results by showing how to model, in these two calculi, random access
machines (RAMs) [21], a well-known Turing powerful formalism. We start by recalling
what RAMs are.
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3.1. Random access machines
RAMs are a computational model based on 5nite programs acting on a 5nite set
of registers. More precisely, a RAM R is composed of the registers r1; : : : ; rn, that
can hold arbitrary large natural numbers, and by a sequence of indexed instructions
(1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im). In [17] it is shown that the following two instructions are suNcient
to model every recursive function:
• (i : Succ(rj)): adds 1 to the contents of register rj and goes to the next instruction;
• (i : DecJump(rj; s)): if the contents of the register rj is not zero, then decreases it
by 1 and goes to the next instruction, otherwise jumps to the instruction s.
The computation starts from the 5rst instruction and it continues by executing the other
instructions in sequence, unless a jump instruction is encountered. The execution stops
when an instruction number higher than the length of the program is reached.
A state of a RAM is modelled by (i; c1; : : : ; cn), where i is the program counter
indicating the next instruction to be executed, and c1; : : : ; cn are the current contents of
the registers r1; : : : ; rn, respectively. We use the notation (i; c1; : : : ; cn)→R (i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)
to indicate that the state of the RAM R changes from (i; c1; : : : ; cn) to (i′; c′1; : : : ; c
′
n), as
a consequence of the execution of the ith instruction.
A state (i; c1; : : : ; cn) is terminated if the program counter i is strictly greater than
the number of instructions m. We say that a RAM R terminates if its computation
reaches a terminated state. Observe that RAM computations are deterministic, thus it
is not necessary to assume that all computations terminate.
3.2. Modelling RAMs in MA−mvr
In this section we show how to model RAMs in the calculus with recursive process
de5nition, but without ambient movement. Actually, we show a stronger result pre-
senting how to model RAMs in an asynchronous fragment of CCS [15] and proving
that this calculus tightly corresponds to the fragment of MA−mvr in which ambients are
always empty, i.e., for any term n[P], P is the empty process 0.
The subsection is now divided in three parts respectively containing:
• the de5nition of the asynchronous version of CCS that we call aCCS and the proof
that it corresponds to a fragment of MA−mvr ;
• the de5nition of aCCS+, a syntactic extension of aCCS which comprises also an
input guarded choice operator and the de5nition of an encoding function which
reduces terms of aCCS+ into terms of aCCS;
• the encoding of RAMs written using the extended syntax of aCCS+ and the proof
that the corresponding terms of aCCS (obtained via the reduction de5ned in the
previous item) faithfully model the considered RAM.
3.2.1. Asynchronous CCS
We call aCCS the asynchronous fragment of CCS that we use to encode RAMs.
We use notations borrowed from the -calculus [16], because it is more convenient
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for our purposes. For instance, di4erently from the original de5nition of CCS [15], we
use the pre5xed notation (n)P instead of the post5x one P\n for restriction, and we
de5ne the operational semantics directly in terms of a reduction relation → instead of
a labelled semantics →.
In the de5nition of aCCS we overload some of the notations used for the pure mobile
ambients calculi of the previous section (e.g. the set Name and the congruence relation
≡); the actual meaning of these operators is made clear by the context.
Denition 3.1. In the de5nition of aCCS we use the set Names, ranged over by n; m; : : :,
introduced in De5nition 2.1 and the set Var, ranged over by X; Y; : : :, of De5nition 2.5.
The terms of aCCS are de5ned by the following grammar:
P ::= 0 | n:P | On | P|P | (n)P | X | rec X:P
As usual we consider only closed terms, i.e. those processes in which each variable X
appears under some binder rec X: Free names and bound names are de5ned as usual
(the unique binder is restriction).
The operational semantics of aCCS is de5ned in terms of a structural congruence ≡
and a reduction relation →.
The structural congruence ≡ is the smallest congruence relation satisfying:
P | 0 ≡ P; P | Q ≡ Q | P
P | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q) | R if P ≡ Q then P ≡ Q
(n)0 ≡ 0; (n)(P | Q) ≡ P | (n)Q if n ∈ fn(P)
(n)(m)P ≡ (m)(n)P rec X:P ≡ P{rec X:P=X }:
where fn(P) denotes the free names in P, and P≡ Q means that P and Q are -
convertible.
The reduction relation is the smallest relation → satisfying the following axioms and
rules:
(i) On | n:P → P
(ii)
P → Q
P | R → Q | R
(iii)
P → Q
(n)P → (n)Q
(iv)
P′ ≡ P P → Q Q′ ≡ Q
P′ → Q′
In aCCS the notion of process termination is de5ned as in De5nition 2.7.
It is trivial to see that aCCS tightly corresponds to the fragment of MA−mvr in which
we have only empty ambients: the output particle On corresponds to the empty ambient
n[0] and the input pre5x n:P corresponds to the open capability open n:P.
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Proposition 3.2. Let {{ }} be the function mapping processes of aCCS into terms of
MA−mvr inductively de9ned as follows:
{{0}} = 0; {{n:P}} = open n:{{P}}; {{ On}} = n[0];
{{P | Q}} = {{P}} | {{Q}}; {{(n)P}} = (n){{P}};
{{X }} = X; {{rec X:P}} = rec X:{{P}};
Observe that the function {{ }} has as codomain the fragment of MA−mvr in which
ambients have always an empty content 0.
Let P and Q be processes of aCCS; we have that
• P≡Q if and only if {{P}}≡{{Q}},
• P→Q if and only if {{P}}→{{Q}}.
Proof. The 5rst item is proved by induction on the proof of P≡Q, while the second
by induction on the length of the derivation of P→Q.
This proves the 5rst result of this subsection, i.e., that aCCS is essentially a frag-
ment of MA−mvr . The remainder of this section is devoted to prove that termination
is undecidable in aCCS, thus the same holds also in MA−mvr as a consequence of the
following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. Let P be a process of aCCS, then P terminates if and only if {{P}}
terminates.
Proof. Direct consequence of the second item of Proposition 3.2.
3.2.2. Input guarded choice
In our modelling of RAMs we need to de5ne terms that can have two di4erent
alternative continuations. For instance, a DecJump instruction may either activate the
following instruction or jump. To model this behaviour, we use an extended syntax
that we call aCCS+ which comprises also a choice operator guarded on inputs, and we
de5ne an encoding function that reduces terms of the extended syntax into processes
of the original aCCS calculus.
Denition 3.4. Consider the processes de5ned by the grammar of De5nition 3.1
extended by adding a new form of process:
P ::= : : : | n:P + n:P
To each process P of aCCS+ we associate a process <P= of aCCS where <P= is
de5ned inductively on the structure of P as an homomorphism for all the operators
(e.g. <0= = 0 and <P|Q= = <P= | <Q=) but for the new operator n:P + m:Q:
<n:P + m:Q== (ok)(kon)(kom)(ack) ( ok |
n:( ok:( Om | kom | ack:<P=) | kon:ack ) |
m:( ok:( On | kon | ack:<Q=) | kom:ack ) )
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The idea behind our encoding of the choice operator is similar to previous proposals
by Nestmann and Pierce [18]: the two alternative input operations n and m are acti-
vated concurrently and, in order to avoid the undesired activation of both subsequent
continuations (i.e. the processes <P= and <Q=), we impose mutual exclusion exploiting
a shared output particle ok that must be consumed before activating any of the two
continuations.
The main di4erence between our approach and that of [18] is that our encoding
works 5ne only in case there are no concurrent processes willing to consume the same
inputs tested by the choice operator as, e.g., in the process n:P+m:Q | m:R. This is not
restrictive for our purposes because, as we will discuss in the following, our modelling
of RAMs satis5es this assumption.
Our encoding, moreover, provides us the possibility to collect as garbage the pending
branch of an already resolved choice before activating the selected continuation. The de-
activation is achieved by producing the output particle Om (resp. On) before activating the
continuation <P= (resp. <Q=). The assumption about the absence of concurrent processes
willing to consume Om (resp. On) ensures that the output particle is consumed by the
pending branch.
Example 3.5. In order to better understand how our encoding of the choice operator
works, let us consider the following term of aCCS+ : P = Oa | a: Oc + b: Od.
We have that only the 5rst alternative of the choice operator could succeed. Each
computation of the corresponding process <P= of aCCS blocks reaching a term Q such
that
Q ≡ Oc | (ok)(koa)(kob)(ack)(koa:ack | ok:( Oa | koa | ack: Od)):
Observe that the term guarded by the input pre5x ok: is blocked, and for this reason it
could be considered as garbage. Indeed, it is composed by processes which are blocked
on input operations executed on the restricted names koa and ok.
In order to formally state the properties of our encoding of choice, we need to
deal with the form of garbage described in Example 3.5. To this aim we introduce an
auxiliary congruence relation ≡g.
Denition 3.6. Let ≡g be the minimal congruence on the calculus aCCS satisfying the
following laws:
if P ≡ Q then P ≡g Q
(n1) : : : (nl)
∏
i∈1:::l ni:Pi ≡g 0
Observe that the garbage described in Example 3.5 is congruent to the empty process
0 w.r.t. the congruence relation ≡g. The following proposition permits to abstract away
from garbage as it states that two processes P and Q are indistinguishable in case
P≡g Q.
Proposition 3.7. Let P and Q be processes of aCCS such that P≡g Q. If P→P′ then
there exists Q′ such that Q→Q′ and P′≡g Q′.
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Proof. By induction on the derivation of the relation P≡g Q.
We are now ready to formally state the correctness of our encoding.
Proposition 3.8. Let P, Q and R be processes of aCCS+ such that the processes
<P | n:Q + m:R=, < On | P= and < Om | Q= are terminated (i.e. they have no outgoing
transitions). The following holds:
• for each S such that < On | P | n:Q + m:R=→5 S then S ≡g <P | Q= and
• for each S such that < Om | P | n:Q + m:R=→5 S then S ≡g <P | R=.
Proof. By observing that the process <P= cannot interfere with the other processes
during the 5ve transitions required to resolve the choice operator.
3.2.3. Encoding RAMs
The modelling of RAMs is based on an encoding function, which transforms in-
structions and registers independently. The main diNculty is in the modelling of the
actual content of the registers: to represent the natural number n we use a nesting of
n restrictions. To achieve this we exploit restriction inside recursively de5ned terms.
We write the encoding using the extended syntax of aCCS+, but we will prove
the formal properties of the encoding taking into account the corresponding terms of
aCCS. In the previous subsection, given a term P of aCCS+, we have used <P= to
denote the corresponding term of aCCS. To lighten the notation, in this subsection we
omit the double square brackets < =; in other words, we write the processes using the
aCCS+ syntax while we implicitly mean the corresponding aCCS terms.
Denition 3.9. Consider a RAM R with instructions (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and registers
r1; : : : ; rn; we encode a state (i; c1; : : : ; cn) as follows:
<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R =pi | <(1 : I1)=R | : : : | <(m : Im)=R |
<r1 = c1=R | : : : | <rn = cn=R
The encoding for the instruction (i : Ii) is as follows:
<(i : Succ(rj))=R = rec X:pi:(incj | ackj:(pi+1 | X ) )
<(i : DecJump(rj; s))=R = rec X:pi:(testj |
zeroj:(ps | X ) + decj:(pi+1 | X ) )
The modelling of the register rj with content l is de5ned as follows:
<rj = l=R =
{
Zj if l = 0;
(a)(Rja;l−1 | a:(decj | Zj)) otherwise;
where Zj is a shorthand notation de5ned as follows:
Zj = rec X:(testj:(zeroj | X ) + incj:(ackj | (a)( Rja;0 | a:(decj | X ))) )
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while Rja; l is as follows:
Rja;0 = Aj;
Rja;l = (b)(S
j
b;l−1 | b:(decj | Aj));
Sjb;0 = Bj;
Sjb;l = (a)(R
j
a;l−1 | a:(decj | Bj));
where Aj and Bj are shorthand notations de5ned as follows:
Aj = rec Y:( testj: Oa + incj:(ackj | (b)(B′j | b:(decj | Y ))) );
B′j = rec V:( testj: Ob + incj:(ackj | (a)(Y | a:(decj | V ))) );
Bj = rec V:( testj: Ob + incj:(ackj | (a)(Aj | a:(decj | V ))) ):
Observe that Bj and B′j di4er only in the fact that B
′
j has a free process variable
Y , while Bj has the term Aj instead. This di4erence follows from the fact that B′j is
part of the de5nition of Aj which contains the binder for the variable Y ; in this way
the recursive de5nition of Aj is closed, thus correct. On the contrary, Bj is a process
de5ned in terms of the (closed) process Aj (thus it is correct as well).
The encoding function produces the parallel composition of the message pi modelling
the program counter (it indicates that the next instruction to execute is Ii), plus a
process for each instruction, and a process for each register.
The encoding for the instruction (i : Ii) depends on the kind of instruction. Neverthe-
less, in both cases the considered process initially consumes the program counter pi,
then it produces a message with the aim to update a register, it waits for an answer
indicating that the register has been updated, and 5nally it produces the subsequent
program counter.
Namely, the encoding of a Succ(rj) instruction produces the message incj represent-
ing a request for the increment of the register rj; then it waits for an acknowledgement
(the message ackj) indicating that the increment has been successfully executed.
On the other hand, an instruction DecJump(rj; s) produces the message testj, which
is sent to the process modelling the register rj. The register rj reacts as follows: if
the current content of rj is zero, then the message zeroj is produced, otherwise the
content of the register is decremented and the message decj is produced. The process
modelling the DecJump instruction exploits the choice operator in order to properly
react to the two possible alternative results. In case the zeroj input succeeds, the new
program counter is ps, otherwise it is pi+1.
In the modelling of the register rj the process Zj is used to represent the register
when it is empty. The process Zj produces a message zeroj when it receives a request
for decrement; on the other hand, in case of increment it produces the acknowledgement
ackj and becomes <rj = 1=R.
The notation Rja; l−1 is used in the representation of the register rj when it is not
empty. This process is responsible for reacting to the increment and decrement requests
sent to the register. Moreover, it has to reactivate Zj when the register becomes empty
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again, e.g. as consequence of the execution of l−1 decrement operations. As a trigger
to reactivate Zj, the process R
j
a; l−1 exploits the output particle Oa.
In the de5nition of Rja; l−1 we use several auxiliary notations: Aj which is responsible
for the production of the trigger Oa when the register becomes empty again; Sjb; l−1 which
is symmetric w.r.t. Rja; l−1 because it uses the name a instead of b and vice versa; Bj
which is the symmetric w.r.t. Aj because produces b instead of a.
In order to better describe how the modelling of registers works we report an illus-
trative example.
Example 3.10. Let us consider the following encoding:
<rj = 3=R = (a)((b)((a)(Aj | a:(decj|Bj)) | b:(decj|Aj)) | a:(decj|Zj)):
Observe that we encode the number contained in the register using a corresponding
number of nested restrictions. The unique active process is Aj inside the inner restric-
tion; all other processes are blocked by input operations performed either on the name
a or b. These processes will be activated in case the register will be decremented.
The inner process Aj produces a message Oa when it receives a decrement request. The
nesting of restrictions ensures that, on production of this message Oa, the answer dec
is produced and the process Bj is activated.
We are now ready to formally prove the correctness of our RAM modelling. We use
two propositions; the former states that at each computation step of a RAM, moving
from state s to state s′, there exists a corresponding non-empty sequence of reductions
moving from the encoding of s to the encoding of s′.
Proposition 3.11. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and state
(i; c1; : : : ; cn). If (i; c1; : : : ; cn)→R (i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n) then there exists P such that
<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R→+ P and P≡g <(i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)=R.
Proof. We proceed by case analysis. There are four cases obtained as combination of
two pairs of possible alternatives: the instruction Ii is either Succ(rj) or DecJump(rj; s),
and the register rj is either empty or non-empty.
We report only on the most signi5cant cases.
• Assume that the instruction Ii is DecJump(rj; s) and that the register rj is not empty.
Let us consider the following computation of the process <(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R.
The program counter pi is consumed by the process <(i : DecJump(rj; s)=R. Thus
two processes are spawned: the request testj and a second process which waits for
the answer that will be produced by the process <rj = cj=R. We have assumed that
rj is not empty, thus cj¿0 and we have that
<rj = cj=R = (a)(Rja;cj−1 | a:(decj | Zj)):
We consider the inner term of the inductive de5nition of Rja; cj−1: it could be
either Rja;1 or S
j
b;1. We consider the 5rst case (the second case is treated
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symmetrically):
Rja;1 = (b)(Bj | b:(decj | Aj)):
The term Bj consumes the message testj and subsequently produces Ob (plus some
garbage due to the choice operator). This message is consumed by the process
b:(decj|Aj). At this point, the considered inner process becomes congruent, w.r.t.
≡g, to the term
decj | (b)Aj:
It is necessary to consider the congruence relation ≡g in order to abstract away
from the garbage. The message decj is consumed by the second process that has
been spawned by the process <(i : DecJump(rj; s)=R. Before analysing the e4ect of
this message consumption, consider the other process (b)Aj; as b is not free in Aj
we have that (b)Aj ≡Aj. Moreover, we have that Aj corresponds to Rja;0. Thus the
inner term is no more Rja;1 but R
j
a;0, which implies that the whole process modelling
the register rj has become congruent, w.r.t. ≡g, to
(a)(Rja;cj−2 | a:(decj | Zj)) = <rj = cj − 1=R:
We still have to consider the reaction to the consumption of the message decj. The
process consuming this message produces three processes: (i) the program counter
pi+1, (ii) a new instance of the recursively de5ned term <(i : DecJump(rj; s))=, (iii)
and some garbage due to the choice operator. At this point of the computation
the overall process is structurally congruent, w.r.t. ≡g, to the encoding of the new
state of the RAM R; indeed, the new program counter is pi+1 and the new process
modelling the register rj is <rj = cj − 1=R.
We now consider the second proposition which states that if a process P representing
a particular state of a RAM has an outgoing transition, i.e. P→P′, then the RAM is
not blocked and the process P′ continues its computation eventually reaching a state
that corresponds (up to the congruence relation ≡g) to the subsequent con5guration of
the RAM.
Proposition 3.12. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and state
(i; c1; : : : ; cn). If the process P = <(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R has a reduction step P→P1, then
for each maximal computation of P1 (i.e. a sequence of transitions starting from
P1 that cannot be extended) there exists an intermediary term Pl of the computa-
tion, i.e. P1→P2→ · · · →Pl→ : : :, such that Pl≡g <(i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)=R and (i; c1; : : : ; cn)
→R (i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n).
Proof. Consider the 5rst step P→P1. Analysing the structure of the term P =
<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R, we see that the 5rst step corresponds to the consumption of the pro-
gram counter pi. This implies that in the program of the RAM R there is an instruction
(i : Ii) that can execute in the state (i; c1; : : : ; cn), thus there exist i′; c′1; : : : ; c
′
n such that
(i; c1; : : : ; cn)→R (i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n).
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We proceed by case analysis considering the four cases obtained as combination of
the possible instruction (Ii is either Succ(rj) or DecJump(rj; s)) and the possible state
of the register (rj is either empty or non-empty). In all cases, it is possible to show that
the computation proceeds deterministically (up to the structural congruence ≡) until
a new program counter (say pi′) is produced. Moreover, the term of the computation
(say P′) in which pi′ appears for the 5rst time is congruent to <(i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)=R w.r.t.
the congruence ≡g; thus, P′ satis5es the conditions imposed to Pl in the statement
of the proposition.
We report only the analysis of the case in which the instruction is Succ(rj) and rj
is empty. The other cases are treated similarly.
• As the ith instruction is (i : Succ(rj)) we have that
<(i : Succ(rj))=R = rec X:pi:(incj | ackj:(pi+1 | X )):
This process is the only one able to consume the program counter pi; thus, we
have that in P1 this process becomes structurally congruent to incj | ackj:(pi+1 |
<(i : Succ(rj))=R).
Looking at the structure of P1, we see that every reduction P1→P2 involves the
consumption of the message incj. The message is consumed by the process
<rj = 0=R = Zj:
The process Zj contains a choice operator; thus, we have that the subsequent 4 steps
of the computation (P2→ · · · →P6) are the internal steps performed in order to
simulate the choice operator. We have that in P6, the process modelling the register
rj becomes structurally congruent to
ackj | (a):(Aj | a:(decj | Zj)) |
(ok)(kotestj)(koincj)(ack)(ack:(zeroj | Zj) | koincj :ack)
This term is composed of three processes. The 5rst process is the acknowledgement
ackj; the second process corresponds to <rj = 1=; the third one is garbage, i.e. it is
congruent, w.r.t. ≡g, to the null process 0.
By observing the structure of P6, we see that in any possible subsequent re-
duction P6→P7 the message ackj is consumed by the term that was produced
by <(i : Succ(rj))=R. As discussed above, this process is structurally congruent to
ackj:(pi+1|<(i : Succ(rj))=R), and after the consumption of ackj it becomes (struc-
turally congruent to) pi+1|<(i : Succ(rj))=R.
At this point, it is enough to observe that P7 is congruent, w.r.t. ≡g, to the process
<(i + 1; c1; : : : ; cj−1; 1; cj+1; : : : ; cn)=R.
The following is a direct corollary of Propositions 3.11 and 3.12.
Corollary 3.13. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im). We have that a
state (i; c1; : : : ; cn) of R is terminated if and only if <(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R is terminated.
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We can now conclude with the theorem which states that our modelling of RAMs
preserves termination.
Theorem 3.14. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and initial state
(i; c1; : : : ; cn). Then we have that the RAM R terminates if and only if the process
<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R terminates.
Proof. Let us suppose that the RAM R terminates. Thus, there exists the computa-
tion (i; c1; : : : ; cn)→R · · · →R (i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n) where (i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n) is a terminated state.
Assume that the number of steps →R of the computation is k. We proceed by con-
traposition assuming that <(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R does not terminate, thus we have an in5-
nite computation <(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R→P1→ · · · . Applying k times Proposition 3.11 (and
Proposition 3.7) we see that for each of these in5nite computations there exists an
intermediary state Pk′ such that Pk′ ≡g <(i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)=R. The process Pk′ cannot be ter-
minated as it is an intermediary process of an in5nite computation. By Corollary 3.13
(and the Proposition 3.7), then also <(i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)= is terminated, but this contrasts the
hypothesis.
Now, suppose that <(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R terminates. We proceed by contraposition also
in this case, assuming that the RAM R does not terminate, i.e. it has an in5nite
computation. By applying Proposition 3.11 (and Proposition 3.7) we see that also
<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R has an in5nite computation; but this clearly contrasts the hypothesis.
The undecidability of process termination in the calculus MA−mvr is a direct conse-
quence of Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.3.
3.3. Modelling RAMs in MA−!
In the modelling of RAMs presented in the previous subsection, the key idea was to
model natural numbers with a corresponding nesting of restrictions. Here, we consider
a fragment without restriction, and we present an alternative modelling of the RAMs
that exploits nested ambients instead. Moreover, the new modelling exploits process
replication instead of recursive process de5nition.
Denition 3.15. Consider a RAM R with instructions (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and registers
r1; : : : ; rn. We de5ne the encoding as follows:
<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R = open pi | <(1 : I1)=R | : : : | <(m : Im)=R |
<r1 = c1=R | : : : | <rn = cn=R | !open msg | garbage[]:
The encoding for registers <rj = l=R is de5ned inductively:
<rj = 0=R = zeroj[ !open increq0j:(msg[ out zeroj:sj[ REGj ] ] |
in sj:incackj[ out zeroj:!out sj] ) |
!open zeroreqj:okzeroj[ out zeroj:in djj ] ]
<rj = l+ 1=R = sj[ REGj | <rj = l=R ];
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where REGj is a shorthand notation de5ned as follows:
REGj = open decreqj:okdecj[ out sj:in djj ] |
!open msg:
If the ith instruction is Succ(rj), its encoding is
<(i : Succ(rj))=R = !pi[increqj[ !in sj | in zeroj:increq0j[out increqj ] ] |
open incackj:open pi+1 ]:
On the other hand, if the ith instruction is DecJump(rj; s) the encoding is as follows:
<(i : DecJump(rj; s))=R = !pi[zeroreqj[ in zeroj ] | decreqj[ in sj ] |
djj[ DJijs ] ];
where
DJijs = open okzeroj:in garbage:msg [ out djj:out garbage:
open decreqj:open ps ] |
open okdecj:in garbage:msg [ out djj:out garbage:open zeroreqj:
open sj:open pi+1 ]:
We model each process instruction (i : Ii) with a replicated ambient !pi[Pi] where Pi
is a process modelling the instruction Ii. The ambient is replicated in order to permit
an unbounded amount of activations of the process Pi. Each activation is obtained
simply by dissolving one of the boundaries pi. For this reason, the program counter
is modelled by a process open pi.
The register rj is modelled either with an ambient named zeroj (when it is empty) or
with an ambient named sj (when not empty). The idea is to use a nesting of n ambients
named sj when the actual contents is n. As an example, consider the modelling of the
register rj with content 2:
<rj = 2=R = sj[ REGj | sj[ REGj | <rj = 0=R ] ]:
Observe that we use a nesting of two ambients sj; in the inner ambient (see the
de5nition of <rj = 0=R) we can 5nd another ambient named zeroj. We will discuss
the behaviour of the term REGj, and of the processes inside the ambient zeroj, after
having discussed the encoding function for the instructions.
If the ith instruction is Succ(rj) the ambient pi contains two processes. The 5rst
process is the ambient increqj that represents a request for increment of the register
rj. The second process blocks waiting for an acknowledgement that will be produced
by the process modelling the register rj; after the acknowledgement is received, this
process increments the program counter spawning open pi+1.
The ambient increqj has the ability to enter the boundary of the ambient modelling
the register rj, to move through the nesting of ambients, and 5nally to enter the inner
ambient zeroj. After that, a new ambient increq0j exits the ambient increqj becoming
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in parallel with the processes of the ambient zeroj. One of these processes detects the
arrival of the new ambient and reacts by producing an ambient sj[REGj]: the ambient
zeroj then moves inside this new ambient. In this way the nesting of ambients sj
is incremented by one. Moreover, the acknowledgement is produced in terms of an
ambient named incackj that moves outside the register boundary.
On the other hand, if the ith instruction is DecJump(rj; s) the ambient pi contains
three processes. The 5rst process is an ambient named zeroreqj which represents a
request for a test for zero of the register rj; the second process is an ambient named
decreqj representing a request for decrement of the register rj; the third process is
an ambient named djj which is in charge to manage the acknowledgement that the
process modelling the register rj will produce. The acknowledgement indicates whether
the decrement, or the test for zero request, has succeeded.
Let us consider the test for zero request. The ambient zeroreqj[in zeroj] has the
ability to move inside the ambient zeroj. This can occur only if the register rj is
currently empty; in fact, if rj is not empty, the ambient zeroj is not at the outer level.
ambient sj. If the request enters the register boundary, the processes inside the ambient
zeroj react by producing an acknowledgement. The acknowledgement is modelled by
an ambient named okzeroj which moves inside the ambient djj.
Now, consider the request for decrement. The ambient decreqj[in sj] has the ability
to enter the boundary of the process modelling the register rj; this can occur only if
the register is not empty (otherwise there is no ambient sj). Inside the ambient sj,
the process REGj reacts by producing an acknowledgement. The acknowledgement is
modelled by an ambient named okdecj which moves inside the ambient djj.
The process DJijs inside the ambient djj has the ability to detect which kind of
acknowledgement has been produced, and reacts accordingly. In case of okzeroj, the
reaction is to move the ambient djj inside the ambient garbage, and to dissolve the
boundary of the outer ambient decreqj. This is necessary to remove the decrement re-
quest that has failed. In case of okdecj, the process also removes one of the boundaries
sj, in order to actually decrement the register. In both cases, the program counter is
5nally updated by either jumping to instruction s, or by activating the next instruction
i + 1, respectively.
Example 3.16. In this example, we sometime substitute : : : for processes which are
not relevant for the reported discussion. Let us consider the RAM R with the program
(1 : Succ(r1)), (2 : DecJump(r1; 1)). We have that
<(1; 0)=R = open p1 | !open msg | garbage[] |
!p1[ increq1[ !in s1 | in zero1:increq01[out increq1 ] ] |
open incack1:open p2 ] |
!p2[ : : : ] |
zero1[ !open increq01:(msg[ out zero1:s1[ REG1 ] ] |
in s1:incack1[ out zero1:!out s1] ) |
: : : ]:
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The execution of the 5rst instruction requires 9 reduction steps, after which the process
becomes (structurally congruent to):
open p2 | !open msg | garbage[] | !out s1 |
!p1[ : : : ] |
!p2[ zeroreq1[ in zero1 ] | decreq1[ in s1 ] | dj1[ DJ211 ] ] |
s1[ REG1 | zero1[ : : : |
increq1[!in s1] ] ]
Observe the processes !out s1 (at the outer level) and increq1[!in s1] (inside the
ambient zero1) which are produced during the computation. These processes will not
be involved in any possible subsequent computation step; for this reason, we refer to
them as garbage. At this point of the computation, the second instruction can execute;
this requires 12 steps, after which the process becomes (structurally congruent to):
open p3 | !open msg | !out s1 | in zero1 | !open msg |
garbage[ dj1[ : : : ] ] |
!p1[ : : : ] | !p2[ : : : ] |
zero1[ : : : | increq1[!in s1] ]
At this point the computation blocks. Observe that other garbage is produced, namely
the processes in zero1 and !open msg at the outer level, and the ambient dj1 inside
the ambient garbage.
In order to formally prove the correctness of our RAM modelling, we need to
introduce some further notation used to manage the garbage, i.e. processes which are
left by executed instructions that do not inLuence the subsequent computation. There
are several forms of garbage which are left:
• each increment operation leaves an ambient increqj[!in sj] inside the ambient zeroj,
plus the process !out sj at the outer level;
• each decrement operation leaves an ambient djj inside the ambient garbage, plus
the two processes in zeroj and !open msg at the outer level;
• each test for zero operation leaves an ambient djj inside the ambient garbage, plus
the process in sj at the outer level.
Denition 3.17. We use the notation <<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)==Ri1 ;:::; in; d1 ;:::; dn; z1 ;:::; zn to denote the en-
coding of the state (i; c1; : : : ; cn), assuming that this state is reached after that the RAM
computation has performed, on each register rj, ij increments, dj decrements, and zj
test for zero operations.
This new notation is de5ned as follows:
<<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)==Ri1 ;:::;in;d1 ;:::;dn;z1 ;:::;zn
= open pi | <(1 : I1)=R | : : : | <(m : Im)=R | <<r1 = c1==Ri1 | : : : | <<rn = cn==Rin |
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!open msg | ∏
j∈1:::n
∏
ij
!out sj |
∏
j∈1:::n
∏
dj
(in zeroj | !open msg) |
∏
j∈1:::n
∏
zj
in sj |
garbage[
∏
j∈1:::n
∏
dj
djj[ open okzeroj:in garbage:
msg[ out djj:out garbage:open decreqj:open ps ] |∏
j∈1:::n
∏
zj
djj[ open okdecj:in garbage:
msg[ out djj:out garbage:open zeroreqj:
open sj:open pi+1 ] ] ]:
The above de5nition uses a new encoding for the registers; the new encoding considers
the garbage left inside the ambients zeroj:
<<rj = 0==Rij = zeroj[ !open increq0j:(msg[ out zeroj:si[ REGj ] ] |
in sj:incackj[ out zeroj:!out sj ]) |
!open zeroreqj:okzeroj[ out zeroj:in djj ] |∏
ij
increq[!in sj] ];
<<rj = l+ 1==Rij = sj[ REGj | <<rj = l==Rij ]:
It is worth to observe that <(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R = <<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)==R0;:::;0; in fact, the two encod-
ings di4er only in the garbage and, at the beginning of the computation, no garbage
is present.
We are now ready to prove the correctness of our RAM modelling. As for the
previous subsection, we consider two separated propositions. We do not report the
proofs because they are similar to the proofs of the corresponding propositions in the
previous subsection.
Proposition 3.18. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and state
(i; c1; : : : ; cn). If (i; c1; : : : ; cn)→R (i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n) then for any
P= <<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)==Ri1 ;:::; in; d1 ;:::; dn; z1 ;:::; zn
there exist Q and i′1; : : : ; i
′
n; d
′
1; : : : ; d
′
n; z
′
1; : : : ; z
′
n such that
P→+ Q and Q≡ <<(i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)==Ri′1 ;:::; i′n; d′1 ;:::; d′n; z′1 ;:::; z′n .
Proposition 3.19. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and state
(i; c1; : : : ; cn). If the process P=<<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)==Ri1 ;:::; in; d1 ;:::; dn; z1 ; :::; zn has a reduction step
P→P1, then for each maximal computation of P1 there exist i′1; : : : ; i′n; d′1; : : : ; d′n;
z′1; : : : ; z
′
n and an intermediary term Pl of the computation i.e. P→P1→ · · · →Pl→ · · ·,
s.t. Pl≡ <<(i′; c′1; : : : ; c′n)==Ri′1 ;:::; i′n; d′1 ;:::; d′n; z′1 ;:::; z′n and (i; c1; : : : ; cn)→R(i
′; c′1; : : : ; c
′
n).
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In the same way as in the previous subsection, the following consequences of the
Propositions 3.18 and 3.19 can be proved.
Corollary 3.20. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im). We have that a
state (i; c1; : : : ; cn) of R is terminated if and only if <<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)==Ri1 ;:::; in; d1 ;:::; dn; z1 ;:::; zn is
terminated for any i1; : : : ; in; d1; : : : ; dn; z1; : : : ; zn.
Theorem 3.21. Let R be a RAM with program (1 : I1); : : : ; (m : Im) and initial state
(i; c1; : : : ; cn). Then we have that the RAM R terminates if and only if the process
<(i; c1; : : : ; cn)=R terminates.
The undecidability of process termination in the calculus MA−! is a direct conse-
quence of Theorem 3.21.
4. Decidability results
In this section we show that termination is decidable for the fragments MA−mv; r and
MA−mv! .
These results are based on the theory of well-structured transition systems [10]:
the existence of an in5nite computation starting from a given state is decidable for
5nitely branching transition systems, provided that the set of states can be equipped
with a well-quasi-ordering, i.e., a quasi-ordering relation which is compatible with the
transition relation and such that each in5nite sequence of states admits an increasing
subsequence.
We start by providing some basic de5nitions and results on well-structured
transition systems and on well-quasi-ordering on sequences of elements belonging to a
well-quasi-ordered set, that will be used in the following parts of this section.
Then, we prove the decidability of termination for the calculus MA−mv! : to this aim,
we 5rst provide an alternative labelled semantics that is equivalent w.r.t. termination
to the one presented in Section 2, but which is based on a 5nitely branching transition
system and permits to de5ne a well-quasi-ordering on the derivatives of a given process
(i.e., the set of processes reachable from a given initial process). Then, by exploiting the
theory developed in [10], we show that termination is decidable for MA−mv! processes.
The decidability of termination for MA−mv; r is obtained adapting the previous proof
to a slightly more general calculus, obtained by extending MA−mv! with a limited form
of recursion. If we consider the proof of Turing completeness for MA−mvr presented
in Section 3.2, we note that the natural numbers contained in registers are modelled
through sequences of nested restrictions. We can prevent the possibility to produce an
unbounded number of nested restrictions by adopting unrestricted recursion de5ned as
follows.
Denition 4.1. Given a term P containing some recursively de5ned processes rec X:Q,
we say that P adopts unrestricted recursion if for each subprocess rec X:Q no free
occurrence of X appears inside a subprocess of Q of the form (n)R. We say that P
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adopts guarded recursion if for each subprocess rec X:Q each free occurrence of X
inside Q appears in pre5xed processes of the form M:P.
Let MA−mv!; uur be the calculus obtained by extending MA
−mv
! with unboxed and unre-
stricted recursion and let MA−mv!; uugr be the calculus obtained by extending MA
−mv
! with
unboxed, unrestricted and guarded recursion.
The proof of decidability of termination for the calculus obtained by extending
MA−mv! with unboxed and unrestricted recursion (called henceforth MA
−mv
!; uur) is split
in two parts. We show that the proof of decidability for MA−mv! can be adapted to
MA−mv!; uugr. Then, decidability of termination in MA
−mv
!; uur is obtained by providing a termi-
nation preserving transformation of unguarded recursion in a combination of guarded
recursion and replication.
4.1. Well-structured transition system
We start by recalling some basic de5nitions and results from [10], concerning
well-structured transition systems, that will be used in the following.
A quasi-ordering (qo) is a reLexive and transitive relation.
Denition 4.2. A well-quasi-ordering (wqo) is a quasi-ordering 6 over a set X such
that, for any in5nite sequence x0; x1; x2; : : : in X , there exist indexes i¡j such that
xi6xj.
Note that, if 6 is a wqo, then any in5nite sequence x0; x1; x2; : : : contains an in5nite
increasing subsequence xi0 ; xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : (with i0¡i1¡i2¡ · · ·).
Transition systems can be formally de5ned as follows.
Denition 4.3. A transition system is a structure TS =(S; → ), where S is a set of
states and →⊆ S × S is a set of transitions.
We write Succ(s) to denote the set {s′ ∈ S | s→ s′} of immediate successors of S.
TS is 9nitely branching if all Succ(s) are 5nite. We restrict to 5nitely branching
transition systems.
Well-structured transition systems, de5ned as follows, provide the key tool to decide
properties of computations.
Denition 4.4. A well-structured transition system (with strong compatibility) is a
transition system TS =(S; → ), equipped with a quasi-ordering 6 on S, also written
TS =(S;→;6), such that the two following conditions hold:
(i) well-quasi-ordering: 6 is a well-quasi-ordering, and
(ii) strong compatibility: 6 is (upward) compatible with →, i.e., for all s16t1 and
all transitions s1→ s2, there exists a state t2 such that t1→ t2 and s26t2.
The following theorem (a special case of a result in [10]) will be used to obtain our
decidability result.
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Theorem 4.5. Let TS =(S;→;6) be a 9nitely branching, well-structured transition
system with decidable 6 and computable Succ. The existence of an in9nite compu-
tation starting from a state s∈ S is decidable.
4.2. Higman’s lemma
To prove that the quasi-ordering relation we will de5ne on MA−mv! processes is a
well-quasi-ordering we need the following result, due to Higman [11] and stating that
the set of the 5nite sequences over a set equipped with a wqo is well-quasi-ordered.
Given a set S, with S∗ we denote the set of 5nite sequences of elements in S.
Denition 4.6. Let S be a set and 6 a wqo over S. The relation 6∗ over S∗ is de5ned
as follows. Let t; u∈ S∗, with t= t1t2 : : : tm and u= u1u2 : : : un. We have that t6∗u i4
there exists an injection f from {1; 2; : : : ; m} to {1; 2; : : : ; n} such that ti6uf(i) and
i6f(i) for i=1; : : : ; m.
Note that relation 6∗ is a preorder over S∗.
Theorem 4.7 (Higman). Let S be a set and 6 a wqo over S. Then, the relation 6∗
is a wqo over S∗.
Also the following lemma will be used to prove that the relation on processes is a
well-quasi-ordering:
Lemma 4.8. Let S be a 9nite set. Then the equality is a wqo over S.
4.3. Termination is decidable for MA−mv!
In this section we show that the existence of an in5nite computation is decidable in
MA−mv! . To apply Theorem 4.5 on decidability of termination to MA
−mv
! processes, we
need a semantics that gives rise to a 5nitely branching transition system and for which
it is possible to de5ne a well-quasi-ordering on the set of processes reachable from a
given process.
The idea is to de5ne a wqo on processes by exploiting the results presented in
Section 4.2. To this end, we note that each process P can be regarded as a 5nite
sequence of objects of the following kind:
• elementary items, represented by sequential and replicated subprocesses, i.e., subpro-
cesses of kind open n:Q or !Q;
• composed items, represented by ambients and restricted processes, i.e., items of the
form n[R] or (n)R, where R is any process.
If we consider the level of nesting of ambients and restrictions, we have that each
process R contained in a composed item of P is simpler than P, in the sense that the
nesting level of ambients and restrictions in R is strictly smaller than the nesting level
in P.
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As far as ambients are concerned, we note that, because of the absence of primitives
for movement in MA−mv! , the level of nesting of ambients cannot increase during the
computation; hence, there is an upper bound to the nesting level of ambients in the set
of the derivatives of a process. Because of the structural congruence rules, the sentence
above is not true for restriction.
In fact, if we consider process
P = m[] | !(n)(open m:(m[] | Q))
by application of the structural congruence rules it is possible to obtain a structurally
equivalent process containing any number of nested restrictions
P ≡ (n)(m[] | open m:(m[] | Q)) | !(n)(open m:(m[] | Q))
≡ (n)((n)(m[] | open m:(m[] | Q)) | open m:(m[] | Q)) |
!(n)(open m:(m[] | Q))
≡ : : : :
Indeed, the structural congruence rules
(n)(P|Q) ≡ P|(n)Q if n ∈ fn(P)
and
!P ≡ P | !P
are necessary to permit the following reductions to take place:
P→ (n)(m[] | Q) | !(n)(open m:(m[] | Q))
→ (n)((n)(Q) | m[] | Q) | !(n)(open m:(m[] | Q))
→ : : : :
However, if we move to a semantics based on a labelled transition system, the above
rules are no longer necessary and we can obtain an upper bound also for the nesting
level of restrictions in the set of derivatives of a process.
Summarizing, each derivative of a process P is a sequence of elementary and com-
posed items, and for each composed item n[Q] (or (n)Q) appearing in the sequence,
the nesting level of restrictions and ambients in Q is strictly smaller than the nesting
level in P.
Moreover, the adoption of a semantics based on labelled transition systems also
permits to get rid of the structural congruence rule for alpha conversion. In this way,
we have that the set of ambient names appearing in the derivatives of a process P
is 5nite. As a consequence, also the set of elementary items that are subprocesses of
some derivative of P is 5nite. The two facts above will be used to obtain the wqo on
processes.
Then, we introduce a quasi-ordering 4 on processes, and we show that 4 is a wqo
by using Higman’s lemma.
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4.3.1. A 9nitely branching transition system for MA−mv!
We de5ne a semantics for MA−mv! based on a labelled transition system.
There are three kinds of actions: with open n we denote the ability of a process
to open an ambient with name n, whereas the coaction open n can be performed by
a process containing an ambient named n that can be opened; 5nally, 2 denotes an
internal action. In the following we use  to range over open n, open n, 2. With n()
we denote the set of names appearing in a label : n(open m)= n(open m)= {m} and
n(2)= ∅.
The labelled transition relation is the least relation satisfying the following axioms
and rules (we omit the symmetric versions of rules (4L) and (8L)):
(1L) open n:P
open n→ P
(2L) n[P]
open n→ P
(3L)
P →P′
P | Q → P′ | Q
(4L)
P
open n→ P′ Q open n→ Q′
P | Q 2→ P′ | Q′
(5L)
P 2→ P′
n[P] 2→ n[P′]
(6L)
P → P′
(m)P → (m)P′
m ∈ n()
(7L)
P → P′
!P → P′ | !P
(8L)
P
open n→ P′ P Oopen n→ P′′
!P 2→ P′ | P′′ | !P
The semantics of replication is de5ned by rules (7L) and (8L). We do not adopt the
standard rule
P | !P → P′
!P → P′
because we need to obtain a 5nitely branching transition system (For a deeper discus-
sion of this issue in the -calculus, see [20]).
The labelled transition system is 5nitely branching:
Proposition 4.9. Let P ∈MA−mv! . Then the set {Q | ∃ :P → Q} is 9nite.
Proof. By induction on the structure of P.
The labelled semantics is equivalent to the reduction semantics presented in
Section 2. Here we report only the 5nal results. For a detailed version of the proof
of a similar result, see e.g. the equivalence of labelled and reduction semantics in the
-calculus reported in [20].
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Proposition 4.10. Let P ∈MA−mv! . If P 2→ P′ then P→P′.
Proposition 4.11. Let P;Q∈MA−mv! . If P≡Q and P → P′ then there exists Q′ such
that Q → Q′ and P′≡Q′.
Proposition 4.12. Let P ∈MA−mv! . If P→P′ then there exists P′′ such that P 2→ P′′
and P′′≡P′.
As a consequence of Propositions 4.10 and 4.12, we have that a process P admits
an in5nite computation according to the reduction semantics if and only if it admits
an in5nite sequence of 2 moves according to the labelled semantics. We say that P is
terminating according to the labelled semantics if there exists no in5nite sequence of
2 moves starting from P.
Proposition 4.13. Let P ∈MA−mv! . Then P terminates according to the reduction
semantics i? P terminates according to the labelled semantics.
4.3.2. Decidability of termination for (MA−mv! ;
2→)
In this section we equip the transition system (MA−mv! ;
2→) with a preorder 4 on pro-
cesses which turns out to be a well-quasi-ordering compatible with 2→. Thus, exploiting
the results presented in Section 4.1, we show that termination is decidable.
We introduce a quasi-order 4 such that P4Q if for each occurrence of an elemen-
tary item in P there exists a corresponding occurrence of the same elementary item in
Q, whereas for each occurrence of a composed item n[P′] (resp. (n)P′) in P there
exists a corresponding item n[Q′] (resp. (n)Q′) in Q such that P′4Q′.
We note that the elementary items of any process reachable from a given process P
are contained in the (clearly 5nite) set of subprocesses of the kind open n:Q and !Q of
P. Thus, if we consider processes containing elementary items only, by result 4.8 we
obtain that 4 is a wqo. For processes containing also composed items, the proof that
4 is a wqo proceeds by induction on the number of nested restrictions and ambients
and by using Higman’s lemma.
With Deriv(P) we denote the set of derivatives of a process P.
Denition 4.14. Let P ∈MA−mv! . With Deriv(P) we denote the set of processes reach-
able from P with a sequence of 2 steps:
Deriv(P) =
{
Q | P 2→∗ Q
}
(where 2→∗ denotes the reLexive and transitive closure of 2→).
To de5ne the qo relation on processes, and to show that this relation turns out to
be a wqo, we will use the following equivalence, stating that MA−mv! with parallel
composition is a commutative monoid, and that turns out to be compatible with →.
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Denition 4.15. We de5ne =| as the least equivalence relation satisfying the following
axioms:
P|Q =| Q|P;
P|(Q|R) =| (P|Q)|R;
P|0 =| P:
Proposition 4.16. Let P;Q∈MA−mv! . If P =| Q and Q → Q′ then there exists P′ such
that P → P′ and P′ =| Q′.
Denition 4.17. Let P, Q∈MA−mv! . P4Q i? one of the following conditions holds:
• there exists R such that Q =| P | R, or
• there exist n, P1, P2, Q1, Q2 such that Pi4Qi for i=1; 2 and one of the following
holds:
◦ either P =| P1 | n[P2] and Q =| Q1 | n[Q2],
◦ or P =| P1 | (n)P2 and Q =| Q1 | (n)Q2.
We introduce some auxiliary de5nitions that will be useful to prove that 4 is a
wqo:
Denition 4.18. Let P ∈MA−mv! .
With da(P) we denote the maximum number of nested ambients and nested restric-
tions in process P:
da(0) = 0;
da(open n:P) = da(P);
da(P|Q) = max({da(P); da(Q)});
da(n[P]) = 1 + da(P);
da((n)P) = 1 + da(P);
da(!P) = da(P):
The set of sequential and replicated subprocesses of P is de5ned as:
Sub(0) = ∅;
Sub(open n:P) = {open n:P} ∪ Sub(P);
Sub(P|Q) = Sub(P) ∪ Sub(Q);
Sub(n[P]) = Sub(P);
Sub((n)P) = Sub(P);
Sub(!P) = {!P} ∪ Sub(P):
The following de5nition characterizes a superset of the set of the derivatives of
a process P. The set PP;k will denote the set of MA−mv! processes whose sequen-
tial and replicated subprocesses are contained in the corresponding elements of P.
Moreover, the ambient names used in processes in PP; k are a subset of the am-
bient names of P, and the nesting level of ambients and restrictions is not greater
than k:
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Denition 4.19. Let P ∈MA−mv! and k¿0.
PP; k = {Q ∈ MA−mv! | Sub(Q) ⊆ Sub(P) ∧ n(Q) ⊆ n(P) ∧ da(Q)6 k}:
We start showing that the relation 4 (de5ned in 4.17) is strongly compatible with
→. To this aim, we need the following auxiliary proposition:
Proposition 4.20. Let P1; P2; Q1; Q2;∈ MA−mv! . If Pi4Qi for i=1; 2 then
P1 | P24Q1 | Q2.
Proof. By induction on the sum of the number of parallel compositions in P1 and in
P2.
Theorem 4.21. Let P;Q; P′ ∈MA−mv! . If P → P′ and P4Q then there exists Q′ such
that Q → Q′ and P′4Q′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on da(P), and then by case analysis on the de5nition
of 4.
Clearly, the above result implies that 4 is also strongly compatible with 2→.
Note that 4 is a qo; in order to prove that 4 is also a well-quasi-ordering we need
the following preliminary results on properties of the set of derivatives of a process.
Proposition 4.22. Given a process P ∈MA−mv! , the set Sub(P) is 9nite.
Proof. By induction on the structure of P.
Proposition 4.23. Let P ∈MA−mv! and Q∈PP; k . If Q → Q′ then Q′ ∈ PP; k .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of the transition Q → Q′.
An easy consequence of the proposition above is that all the derivatives of P belong
to PP; da(P):
Corollary 4.24. Let P ∈MA−mv! . We have that Deriv(P)⊆PP; da(P).
The following lemma shows that all processes in PP; n can be written in a sort of
normal form up to =|.
Lemma 4.25. Let P ∈MA−mv! , n6da(P) and Q∈PP; n. Suppose that |n(P)|=m and
n(P)= {n1; : : : ; nm}.
Then there exist l, k1; : : : ; km such that
Q =|
l∏
i=1
Qi |
m∏
j=1
kj∏
h=1
nj[Rj; h] |
m∏
j=1
k′j∏
h=1
(nj)R′j; h
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for some
Qi ∈ Sub(P) for i=1; : : : ; l,
Rj; h ∈ PP; n−1 for j=1; : : : ; m and h=1; : : : ; kj,
R′j; h ∈ PP; n−1 for j=1; : : : ; m and h=1; : : : ; k ′j .
Proof. By induction on the structure of Q.
Now we are ready to prove that 4 is a wqo. The key idea is the following: we
use Lemma 4.25 to transform each derivative of P in 1+2m (5nite) sequences, where
m is the cardinality of n(P). The 5rst sequence is over Sub(P) which is a 5nite set,
whereas the other sequences are over processes that are “simpler” than P, in the sense
that the nesting level of ambients and restrictions in those processes is strictly smaller
than da(P). The result is proved by proceeding by induction on the nesting level of
ambients and restrictions and using Higman’s lemma. Given an in5nite sequence of
processes expressed in the normal form provided by Lemma 4.25, we start extracting a
subsequence of processes whose 5rst part (i.e., the sequence of processes over Sub(P))
is increasing. Then, from this new sequence we extract a subsequence of processes
whose second part (i.e., the sequence of processes of kind n1[R1;h]) is increasing, and
so on.
The following two propositions will be used to show that if the sequence of the
subsequences corresponding (via Lemma 4.25) to an in5nite sequence of processes are
increasing, then the sequence of processes is itself increasing.
Proposition 4.26. Let P ∈MA−mv! and P1; P2; : : : ; Pm; Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn ∈ Sub(P). If P1P2 : : :
Pm =∗ Q1Q2 : : : Qn then
∏m
i=1 Pi4
∏n
i=1 Qi.
Proof. If P1P2 : : : Pm =∗ Q1Q2 : : : Qn then there exists an injection f : {1; : : : ; m}→
{1; : : : ; n} such that Pi =Qf(i). Denoting by cod(f) the set {i | ∀j : 16j6m⇒
i =f(j)}, we have that ∏ni=1 Qi =| ∏mi=1 Qf(i) | ∏i∈cod(f) Qi, hence ∏ni=1 Qi =|∏m
i=1
Pi |
∏
i∈cod(f) Qi, thus also
∏m
i=1 Pi4
∏n
i=1 Qi.
Proposition 4.27. Let P1; P2; : : : ; Pm; Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qk ∈MA−mv! and n be an ambient
name. If P1P2 : : : Pm 4∗ Q1Q2 : : : Qk then:
• ∏mi=1 n[Pi]4 ∏ki=1 n[Qi], and
• ∏mi=1 (n)Pi4 ∏ki=1 (n)Qi.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.26.
Now we are ready to show that 4 is a well-quasi-ordering:
Theorem 4.28. Let P ∈MA−mv! and n¿0. The relation 4 is a wqo over PP; n.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n.
Let n=0. Take an in5nite sequence P1; P2; : : : ; Pi; : : :, with Pi ∈PP; 0 for i¿0.
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By Lemma 4.25, for any i we have that Pi =|
∏ni
j=1 Pi; j, with Pi; j ∈ Sub(P).
Hence, we have an in5nite sequence of elements of Sub(P)∗; as Sub(P) is 5nite (by
Proposition 4.22), by Lemma 4.8 and Higman’s lemma (4.7) we have that =∗ is a
wqo over Sub(P)∗.
Hence, there exist i; k such that Pi; 1Pi; 2 : : : Pi; ni =∗ Pk; 1Pk; 2 : : : Pk; nk . By
Proposition 4.26 we have Pi4Pk .
For the inductive step, let n¿0 and take an in5nite sequence P1; P2; : : : ; Pi; : : :, with
Pi ∈PP; n for i¿0.
By Lemma 4.25, there exists m such that, for any i:
Pi =|
hi∏
j=1
Pi; j |
m∏
j=1
ki; j∏
h=1
nj[Ri; j; h] |
m∏
j=1
k′i; j∏
h=1
(nj)R′i; j; h
with Pi; j ∈ Sub(P) and Ri; j; h; R′i; j; h ∈PP; n−1.
Hence, each Pi can be seen as composed of 1 + 2m 5nite sequences:
Pi; 1 : : : Pi; ni ; Ri; 1; 1 : : : Ri; 1; ki; 1 ; : : : ; Ri; m; 1 : : : Ri; m; ki; m
and
R′i; 1; 1 : : : R
′
i; 1;k′i; 1
; : : : ; R′i; m; 1 : : : R
′
i; m; k′i; m
:
In the following, we use the following notation for the above sequences:
5(Pi) = Pi; 1 : : : Pi; ni ;
5ambj (Pi) = Ri; j; 1 : : : Ri; j; ki; j ;
and 5restrj (Pi)=R
′
i; j; 1 : : : R
′
i; j; ki; j for j=1; : : : ; m. We note that the 5rst sequence, 5(Pi),
is composed of elements from the 5nite set Sub(P), whereas the other 2m sequences
are composed of elements in PP; n−1. We know from the base case that =∗ is a wqo
over Sub(P)∗.
By inductive hypothesis, we have that 4 is a wqo on PP; n−1; hence, by Higman’s
lemma we have that 4∗ is a wqo on P∗P; n−1.
As =∗ is a wqo over Sub(P)∗, we can extract an in5nite subsequence from P1 : : : Pi : : :
making the 5nite sequences 5(Pi) increasing w.r.t. =∗. In other words, there exists a
strictly increasing function f over the natural numbers such that 5(Pf(i)) =∗ 5(Pf(l))
for any i¡l. By Proposition 4.26 this ensures that
∏hf(i)
j=1 Pf(i); j4
∏hf(l)
j=1 Pf(l); j for any
i¡l.
As 4∗ is a wqo on P∗P; n−1, we can extract an in5nite subsequence from the
subsequence Pf(1) : : : Pf(i) : : : obtained in the previous step, that makes the 5nite se-
quences 5amb1 (Pf(i)) increasing w.r.t. 4∗. This means that there exists a strictly in-
creasing function g1 over the natural numbers such that 5amb1 (Pf(g1(i)))4∗ 5
amb
1 (Pf(g1(l)))
for any i¡l. By Proposition 4.27 this ensures that
∏kf(g1(i)); 1
h=1 n1[Rf(g1(i)); 1; h]4∏kf(g1(l)); 1
h=1 n1[Rf(g1(l)); 1; h] for any i¡l. By Proposition 4.20 we have
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also that
hf(g1(i))∏
j=1
Pf(g1(i)); j |
kf(g1(i)); 1∏
h=1
n1[Rf(g1(i)); 1; h]
4
hf(g1(l))∏
j=1
Pf(g1(l)); j |
kf(g1(l)); 1∏
h=1
n1[Rf(g1(l)); 1; h] for any i¡l:
Proceeding in this way, after 2m + 1 steps we obtain a subsequence of the original
sequence P1 : : : Pi : : : that is increasing w.r.t. 4.
The following theorem shows that the hypothesis of Theorem 4.5 are satis5ed.
Theorem 4.29. Let P ∈MA−mv! . Then the transition system (Deriv(P); 2→;4) is a well-
structured transition system with decidable 4 and computable Succ.
Proof. Strong compatibility has been proved in Theorem 4.21. The fact that 4 is a
well-quasi-order on Deriv(P) is a consequence of Corollary 4.24 and Theorem 4.28
(taking n=da(P)).
Given Q; R∈Deriv(P), the decidability of Q4R is a consequence of Lemma 4.25
and proceeds by induction on da(Q).
Take n=da(Q). Suppose that Q′4R′ is decidable for any Q′; R′ with da(Q′)¡n.
By Lemma 4.25 there exist lQ, kQ1 ; : : : ; k
Q
m , k ′1
Q; : : : ; k ′m
Q such that
Q =|
lQ∏
i=1
Qi |
m∏
j=1
kQj∏
h=1
nj[Qj; h] |
m∏
j=1
k′j
Q∏
h=1
(nj)Q′j; h
for some
Qi ∈ Sub(P) for i = 1; : : : ; lQ;
Qj; h ∈ PP; n−1 for j = 1; : : : ; m and h = 1; : : : ; kQj ;
Q′j; h ∈ PP; n−1 for j = 1; : : : ; m and h = 1; : : : ; k ′jQ:
As n=da(Q), by de5nition of PP; n−1 we have that da(Qj; h)¡da(Q) for j=1; : : : ; m
and h=1; : : : ; kQj and da(Q
′
j; h)¡da(Q) for j=1; : : : ; m and h=1; : : : ; k
′
j
Q.
By Lemma 4.25 there exist lR, kQ1 ; : : : ; k
Q
m , k ′1
Q; : : : ; k ′m
Q such that
R =|
lR∏
i=1
Ri |
m∏
j=1
kRj∏
h=1
nj[Rj; h] |
m∏
j=1
k′Rj∏
h=1
(nj)R′j; h
for some
Ri ∈ Sub(P) for i = 1; : : : ; lR;
Rj; h for j = 1; : : : ; m and h = 1; : : : ; kRj ;
R′j; h for j = 1; : : : ; m and h = 1; : : : ; k
′R
j :
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Deciding Q4R amounts to 5nd a family of injections
f : {1; : : : ; lQ} → {1; : : : ; lR};
fj : {1; : : : ; kQj } → {1; : : : ; kRj } for j = 1; : : : ; m;
f′j : {1; : : : ; k ′jQ} → {1; : : : ; k ′Rj } for j = 1; : : : ; m;
such that
Qi = Rf(i) for i = 1; : : : ; lQ;
Qj; h 4 Rj; fj(h) for j = 1; : : : ; m and h = 1; : : : ; k
Q
j ;
Q′j; h 4 R
′
j; f′j (h)
for j = 1; : : : ; m and h = 1; : : : ; k ′j
Q:
The syntactic equality checking required by the 5rst family of relations is clearly
decidable.
The decidability of the last two families of relations follows by inductive hypothesis,
as da(Qj; h)¡da(Q) for j=1; : : : ; m, h=1; : : : ; k
Q
j and da(Q
′
j; h)¡da(Q) for j=1; : : : ; m,
h=1; : : : ; k ′j
Q.
Corollary 4.30. Let P ∈MA−mv! . The termination of process P is decidable.
4.4. Termination for guarded recursion
Let MA−mv!; uugr denote the calculus obtained by extending MA
−mv
! with guarded (un-
boxed, unrestricted) recursion. We show that the decidability result presented in the
previous subsection for MA−mv! continues to hold also for MA
−mv
!; uugr.
To cope with recursion, the labelled semantics is extended with the following rule:
(9L)
P{rec X:P=X } → P′
rec X:P → P′
As we are dealing with a guarded version of recursion, we can show that the result-
ing transition system is 5nitely branching by proceeding inductively on the following
complexity measure for processes, denoted by co(P).
Denition 4.31. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uugr.
We de5ne the complexity of P, denoted co(P) in the following way:
co(0) = 1;
co(open n:P) = 1;
co(P|Q) = co(P) + co(Q);
co(n[P]) = 1 + co(P);
co((n)P) = 1 + co(P);
co(!P) = 1 + co(P);
co(X ) = 1;
co(rec X:P) = 1 + co(P):
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Proposition 4.32. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uugr. Then the set {Q | ∃ :P →Q} is 9nite.
Proof. By induction on the complexity of P (note that, as recursion is guarded in
MA−mv!; uugr, co(P{rec X:P=X })= co(P)¡1 + co(P)= co(rec X:P)).
The results presented in the previous section continue to hold also for MA−mv!; uugr,
provided that we include recursive subprocesses (i.e., processes of the kind rec X:Q)
in the set of elementary items.
The de5nitions of da(P) and Sub(P) are extended to MA−mv!; uugr processes in the
following way:
da(X ) = 0;
da(rec X:P) = da(P);
Sub(rec X:P) = {rec X:P} ∪ (Sub(P)){rec X:P=X };
where with (Sub(P)){rec X:P=X } we denote the set {Q{rec X:P=X } | Q∈ Sub(P)}.
The intermediate results presented in the previous section for MA−mv! hold also for
MA−mv!; uugr; hence, termination is decidable also for MA
−mv
!; uugr processes:
Corollary 4.33. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uugr. The termination of process P is decidable.
4.5. Unguarded recursion = guarded recursion + !
In this section we move to the calculus MA−mv!; uur thus considering unboxed and un-
restricted recursion, and we show that (unguarded) recursion can be transformed in
a combination of guarded recursion and replication. The basic idea is the following:
given a process rec X:P, if no occurrence of variable X appears in P inside an ambient
or a restriction, either each occurrence of X is guarded, or P is equivalent to a process
containing an occurrence of X at top level, i.e., P≡X | P′. In the last case, recursion
can be replaced by replication; more precisely, we will show that process rec X:(X | P′)
is equivalent to process !P′{0=X }.
To prove the result outlined above, we exploit the theory of bisimulation [15]. The
proofs of the results listed below are omitted because they turn out to be an easy
adaptation of the proofs of the same results for CCS, presented in [15].
Denition 4.34. A relation R⊆MA−mv!; uur ×MA−mv!; uur is a bisimulation if, for each pair
(P;Q)∈R:
• if P → P′ then there exists Q′ such that Q → Q′ and (P′; Q′) ∈ R;
• if Q → Q′ then there exists P′ such that P → P′ and (P′; Q′)∈R.
We say that two processes P and Q are bisimilar (denoted by P ∼ Q) if there exists
a bisimulation R containing the pair (P;Q).
Let P;Q be two terms whose free process variables are contained in {X1; : : : ; Xn}.
Then P and Q are bisimilar (P∼Q) if and only if P{Ri=Xi, i=1; : : : ; n}∼Q{Ri=Xi,
i=1; : : : ; n} for any sequence of MA−mv!; uur processes R1; : : : ; Rn.
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Note that Proposition 4.11 also holds for MA−mv!; uur processes; hence, ≡ is a bisimula-
tion.
Denition 4.35. Let S be a bisimulation. A relation R⊆MA−mv!; uur ×MA−mv!; uur is a bisim-
ulation up to S if, for each pair (P;Q)∈R:
• if P → P′ then there exists Q′ such that Q → Q′ and P′SRSQ′;
• if Q →Q′ then there exists P′ such that P → P′ and P′SRSQ′.
Proposition 4.36. Let S be a bisimulation and R a bisimulation up to S. If
(P;Q)∈R then P∼Q.
Lemma 4.37. Let P;Q be two terms whose free process variables are contained in
{X }. If P∼Q then R{rec X:P=X }∼R{rec X:Q=X }.
Theorem 4.38. ∼ is a congruence.
Proposition 4.39. Let P;Q∈MA−mv!; uugr, with P∼Q. Then P terminates i? Q terminates.
We are now ready to de5ne the encoding of MA−mv!; uur processes in MA
−mv
!; uugr processes:
Denition 4.40. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur. The function f :MA−mv!; uur→MA−mv!; uugr is de5ned as
follows:
f(0) = 0;
f(open n:P) = open n:f(P);
f(P|Q) = f(P)|f(Q);
f(n[P]) = n[f(P)];
f((n)P) = (n)(f(P));
f(!P) =!(f(P));
f(X ) = X;
f(rec X:P) =
{
!f(P){0=X } if X occurs unguarded in P;
rec X:f(P) otherwise:
To prove the result we will make use of the following extension of the relation =|:
Denition 4.41. We de5ne ≡! as the least congruence relation satisfying the following
axioms and rules:
if P =| Q then P ≡! Q
!P ≡! P | !P
!P ≡! !P | !P
We note that the last axiom in the de5nition above does not belong to the set
of classical structural congruence rules de5ned in Section 2. This axiom has been
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introduced in [12] to obtain a decidable version of structural congruence for the -
calculus, and can be considered as the limit of an in5nite number of applications of
the classical structural congruence axiom for replication, that is the second axiom in
the de5nition above.
Note that ≡! is a bisimulation:
Proposition 4.42. Let P;Q∈MA−mv!; uur. If P≡! Q and P → P′ then there exists Q′ such
that Q → Q′ and P′≡! Q′.
In the remaining part of the section, we show that each process is bisimilar to its
encoding. As the encoding behaves homomorphically for all operators but rec, the
proof of the above sentence is a consequence of the fact that ∼ is a congruence over
MA−mv!; uugr and of the fact that the encoding behaves correctly for recursive processes
with unguarded recursion.
The following proposition shows that, if recursion is unguarded in process rec X:P,
then this process can be rewritten, modulo structural congruence, as rec X:(X | P′).
Proposition 4.43. Let rec X:P ∈MA−mv!; uur. If X occurs unguarded in P then there exists
P′ ∈MA−mv!; uur such that P≡X | P′.
Proof. By induction on the structure of P.
To show that process Rec= rec X:(X |P′) is bisimilar to its encoding f(Rec)=
!f(P′){0=X } we need some preliminary results.
The following lemma states that the moves performed by a term, whose free occur-
rences of variable X are replaced by Rec, can be mimicked by the parallel composition
of f(Rec) with the process obtained from the term by replacing each occurrence of X
with the inactive process 0:
Lemma 4.44. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur and Q∈MA−mv!; uugr. If Q{rec X:(X | P)=X } → Q′ then
there exist R, R′ such that Q′=R{rec X:(X | P)=X } and Q{0=X } | !P{0=X } → R′
and R′ ≡! R{0=X } | !P{0=X }.
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of Q{rec X:(X | P)=X } → Q′.
Each move performed by the process obtained by substituting each free occurrence
of X in a term can be mimicked by the process obtained by replacing each free
occurrence of X with Rec:
Proposition 4.45. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur and Q∈MA−mv!; uugr. If Q{0=X } → Q′ then there exists
R such that Q′=R{0=X } and Q{rec X:(X | P)=X } → R{rec X:(X | P)=X }.
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of Q{0=X } → Q′.
The following proposition is useful in the proof of the next theorem:
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Proposition 4.46. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur. If rec X:(X | P) → P′ then there exists P′′ such
that P′= rec X:(X | P) | P′′.
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of rec X:(X | P) → P′.
The parallel composition of Rec with the process obtained by replacing the occur-
rences of X with Rec in a term is bisimilar to the parallel composition of f(Rec) with
the process obtained by replacing the occurrences of X with the inactive process in
the same term:
Theorem 4.47. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur and Q∈MA−mv!; uugr.
Then Q{rec X:(X | P)=X } | rec X:(X | P)∼Q{0=X } | !P{0=X }.
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that
{(Q{rec X:(X | P)=X } | rec X:(X | P); Q{0=X } | !P{0=X }) | Q ∈ MA−mv!; uugr}
is a bisimulation up to ≡!.
Corollary 4.48. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur. Then rec X:(X | P)∼ !P{0=X }.
Theorem 4.49. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur. Then we have that P∼f(P).
Proof. By induction on the structure of P, using Theorem 4.38, Corollary 4.48 and
Proposition 4.43.
Note that, thanks to Proposition 4.39, the presented encoding preserves the existence
of an in5nite computation. Hence, decidability of termination in MA−mv!; uur has been re-
duced to decidability of termination in MA−mv!; uugr.
Corollary 4.50. Let P ∈MA−mv!; uur. The termination of process P is decidable.
Proof. A consequence of Corollary 4.33, Theorem 4.49 and Proposition 4.39.
5. Related work and conclusion
We have analysed the expressive power of movement and restriction in the context
of the pure mobile ambients. By movement we mean the possibility for an ambient
to move inside a sibling ambient, or outside a parent ambient, exploiting the in and
out capabilities, respectively. Restriction, on the other hand, is the mechanism used for
ambient name generation.
We have considered two in5nite variants of the pure mobile ambients, one with
process replication and another one with recursive process de5nition. For each of these
calculi we have considered the fragments obtained by removing movement, restriction,
or both. We have used the decidability of process termination as a yardstick to evaluate
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the expressive power of each of these calculi; Fig. 1 in the Introduction reports all the
considered calculi, showing those in which process termination is decidable and those
in which it is not the case.
We note that the undecidability of termination is closely connected to the ability to
dynamically create chains of unbounded length: in mobile ambients we can construct
such chains by exploiting either nested restrictions or nested ambients. Nested chains
of ambients can be constructed in any fragment containing at least replication and the
possibility to move ambients, whereas for constructing nested chains of restrictions it
is necessary to use the restriction operator inside recursively de5ned terms.
Two of the results that we have proved for the pure mobile ambients are particularly
interesting in comparison with the form of mobility supported by its ancestor, namely,
the -calculus [16].
The 5rst observation is about the discrimination result that we have proved for the
fragment without movement; this fragment, indeed, appears to be Turing complete
under recursive process de5nition, while this is not the case under process replication.
On the contrary, in the -calculus name mobility permits to encode recursive de5nitions
in terms of replication. This discrepancy can be interpreted as follows: the form of
mobility available in pure mobile ambients without movement is not as powerful as
name mobility, because it does not permit to obtain such an encoding. An interesting
open problem is related to the lifting of this expressiveness gap to the full pure mobile
ambients; even if this calculus is Turing complete under both recursion and replication,
the intuition is that the dynamic spatial structure of mobile ambients represents an
obstacle for encoding recursion in terms of replication.
The second observation concerns the expressive power of name restriction. We have
proved that this operator is not necessary for the pure mobile ambients in order to be
Turing complete, while this is not the case for the -calculus. Indeed, the fragment of
-calculus without name restriction is not Turing complete (see [2]). This di4erence
follows from the fact that in the -calculus the unique way for dynamically creating
nestings of arbitrary length is to use nested restrictions, while in the pure mobile
ambients we can instead use nested ambients.
We now consider related literature. As discussed in the Introduction, the Turing
completeness of the pure mobile ambients has been discussed in [8]. One of the results
that we prove in this paper, the Turing completeness of MA−! , has been recently and
independently proved also by Hirschko4 et al. [13]. Their proof, however, exploits
Turing machines which, in our opinion, turn out to be more complex to be modelled
with respect to register-based machines.
Another recent work that exploits register based machines is [3], where the expres-
siveness of pure mobile ambients without restriction and open is investigated. The
main result is that reachability is undecidable for this fragment, whereas it turns out
to be decidable under a di4erent reduction semantics. The new semantics is obtained
by replacing the structural congruence rule for replication (!P≡P|!P) with a reduction
move (!P→P|!P). It could be worthwhile to investigate the impact of this alternative
reduction semantics on our results: we conjecture that termination becomes decidable
also in the full pure mobile ambients. This is due to the fact that any replicated process
!P has the ability to perform an in5nite computation.
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On the contrary, if we replace the structural congruence rule for recursion (rec X:P ≡
P{rec X:P=X }) with a reduction move (rec X:P→P{rec X:P=X }) (as done, e.g., in [22])
termination remains undecidable also in the fragment MA−mvr . This is due to the fact
that the RAM encoding that we have presented for the calculus MA−mvr works 5ne also
under the alternative semantics for recursion.
Other papers are devoted to the analysis of the expressive power of fragments and=or
variants of mobile ambients, see e.g. [4,24,9] just to mention some of them. Typically,
these papers pursue two di4erent goals.
On the one hand, the aim is to de5ne variants of mobile ambients (or pure mobile
ambients) that support di4erent forms of ambient interaction while remaining suN-
ciently expressive to model a signi5cant class of mobile systems. For example, boxed
ambients [4] (a variant of mobile ambients without the open primitive and with a lim-
ited form of parent–child communication) and pure safe ambients [14,24] (in which
each mobility primitive is enriched with a corresponding co-action that must be per-
formed inside the target ambient in order to permit the execution of any of the mobility
primitives) are shown to be suNciently expressive to support the form of communica-
tion of the -calculus.
On the other hand, the aim is the identi5cation of fragments, or variants of the
calculus, in which signi5cant properties become decidable. For example, in [9] a 5nite-
control fragment of mobile ambients is presented which admits a decidable algorithm
for model checking the ambient logic [7].
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